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Abstract 
To decrease the delay of message, heighten the ratio of subscribers’ satisfying and reduce the traffic in DTN(Delay 
Tolerance Networks), we propose the weighted STPS (Space-Time based on content-based Pub/Sub algorithm) 
which is the first to utilize both the contact space and time information of any pair of nodes in history to bulid a 
multi-level overlay network on the physical DTN which is divided into several fixed and identical grids. The message 
transmission is realized in the two-level overlay network with the strategy that the weight of interest is used for the 
brokers select messages to send priorly. The experiment results show that compared with existing technicals, the 
weighted STPS can be applied to message transmission in DTN more effectively. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [CEIS 2011] 
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1. Introduction
The topology of DTN[1] may change over time due to the mobility of nodes, and the end-to-end link is
not sustained, that’s to say intermitted, then any path from the source to destination doesn’t exist, and t- 
he store-and-relay mechanism can be applied to message dissemination in this highly dynamic 
environment[2,3,4].The Pub/Sub scheme is suited to DTN because of the decoupling between publishers 
and subscribers[5,6]. Nowadays, two main technologies of Pub/Sub in DTN are adopted: (1) direct pull, 
which reduces the network traffic at the cost of large latency and small delivery ratio; (2) pure push, 
which can achieve a short latency and high delivery ratio at the cost of high network traffic. How to 
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combine both push and pull strategies to achieve a moderate trade-off between latency, delivery ratio, and 
redundancy is challenging in DTN.  
Observing existing DTNs[7,8], researchers used the contact time between nodes in history to abstract 
relationships among nodes to modify the push-pull threshold[9]. This stratified technique can achieve our 
goal more effectively. However, it is usually not suitable to group the network only according to the 
relationship derived from the contact time between nodes in history. For example in Fig.1.(a), the network 
is grouped into four parts in line with meet time of nodes. In case that Node9 meets Nodes8 and Node9 is 
interested in the publication of Node8. To send the publication to Node9, at least 3 time slice are needed 
and the network should forward 5 packets. In fact, if Node8 sends the publication to Node9 directly, the 
message delay will be reduced and the network traffic will be lower. Therefore, besides the contact time, 
the contact space, i.e. location of nodes in the past can not be ignored. 
Based on these considering, we bring out weighted STPS (Space-Time based on content-based 
Pub/Sub algorithm). STPS, which divides the network into several fixed and identical grids in each of 
which both the contact location and time are used to select the broker of it. Then, Grid-overlay network 
built by brokers of all grids is grouped into several communities in each of which any pair of nodes meet 
each other frequently enough and the brokers of communities would build the Community-overlay 
network. Furthermore, we propose the weighted STPS to heighten the performance. The experiments 
prove that the weighted STPS can heighten the overall performance of message transmission in DTN. 
2.  Model and definition 
2.1. DTN with space-time property  
The topology of DTN may change over time. Assume a serial of time , ,…, (k≥1), then the 
network at , …, (k≥1) can be denoted as , ,…, . To deal with the space-time 
information conveniently, in Fig.1.(b) we divide the whole physical DTN into several fixed and identical 
squares called grids numbered by ,…, (g≥1). Assume the node sets of grids are denoted by 
,…, . Additionally, the size of square can make sure that every two nodes in it can communicate 
with each other directly. 
2.2. Definition of Criticality  
To select the broker for a grid, a metric called criticality is adopted to depict the node’s importance to 
grid. We set ={ ,…, ,…, }, event =" "(p q),and function (T) 
is equal to 1 if T occurs and 0 otherwise. 
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Fig. 1. (a)instance that only using observed encounter time is not optimal;(b) dividing the network into 
several grids; (c)nodes in 
Definition 1: Given the size of time window is w, and the criticalities of nodes in  at  are related 
with nodes which were in  at ,…, . The criticality of  in  at  is computed by Eq.(1) 
 
             =  (1) 
 
Fig.1.(c) gives an example to illustrate the computation of criticality, assume w=4, then the criticality  
 
= + +
 
Similarly, = , = , = . 
2.3. Multi-level overlay networks 
Having defined criticality, our task is to select a node as the broker to represent the grid. 
Definition 2: intra-grid node: the node whose criticality is the highest in  is the intra-grid node of 
at . We denote it as ,i={1,…,g},i.e.  
 
      =arg (2) 
 
Now has been divided into g grids, and the brokers of grids build Grid-overlay network 
 shown by the lower part in Fig.2.Then we abstract another metric to measure the relationship 
between nodes, and define event  ="  meets  at . 
Definition3: correlation: the correlation between  and in is defined as:     
 
= =
 
      = - (3) 
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So the correlation reflects the possibility that node in  encounter node in .For any pair of 
nodes and  in ，they are local neighbours to each other if the correlation  is larger 
than the threshold value CL，i.e. >CL. For any pair of nodes  and  in community, they 
are local neighbours. In a community, a node must be selected as the broker to stand for the community. 
Definition 4: intra-community node:  is the node the sum of whose correlations with the other 
nodes is the highest among nodes in , i.e. 
 
 = arg    (4) 
                                                
Now  is grouped into c communities, and ,…,  build Community-overlay network 
 shown by the higher part in Fig.2. So there is a two-level overlay network on the DTN, and the 
message transmission will be realized in this hierarchical overlay network.We call the pub/sub on the 
hierarchical overlay network STPS. 
 
 
Fig.2. hierarchical overlay network 
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3. Weighted STPS 
To promote the performance of pub/sub brokers, we select events of most importance as the ones to 
exchange preferentially, and the weight of interest should contain three parts influencing its importance: 
(1) urgency, interest X’s urgency is determined by function urgency(X); (2) popularity; (3) external 
interests of grids and communities should be more important than internal ones considering with the 
widespread of events. According to the sources, the weights of interests are computed as follows: 
internal grid weight:  calculates the weight of interest X of the other nodes in : =α·urg(X)+(1-α) 
· , and  is the number of nodes in  that are interested in X. 
internal community weight:  calculates the weight of interest X of the other nodes in 
: =α·urg(X)+(1-α) · , and   is the number of nodes in  that are interested in X. 
external grid weight:  calculates the weight of interest X of  in the same community as 
it: =γ· , and γ>1. 
external community weight:  calculates the weight of interest X of : =η· , and η>1. 
4. Performance evaluation 
In our experiment, we compare the effectiveness of our scheme with two techniques: pure push and 
direct pull. In pure push, a node replicates an event it stores to every node it encounters that has not 
received a copy. In direct pull, a node only collects events that it has interest in from its 
directly-encountered nodes. We focused on two evaluation indexes: 1) Utility: for each event, the utility is 
reflected in the proportion of nodes interested in the event’s category that receives the event; and 
2)Efficiency: for each event, efficiency is defined as the number of interested nodes that receives the 
event to the total number of nodes infected by the event. Assume every node selects to be a publisher with 
a uniform probability p (default 0.2), while a subscriber with probability 1-p. An event is uniformly 
regarded as a character from set [‘A’,…, ‘Z’], and its category is represented by itself. For each category, 
a subscriber may have interest in it with a uniform probability p’ (default 0.2), and gives its subscription 
in form of ‘A’, …, ‘Z’. An event matches a subscription only when they are equal.The parameters are as 
follows: a=7m, N=100, w=100, CL=0.3, default α=α'=0.5, γ=1.1, η=1.2 and TTL represents that the 
delay requirement changes. The outcome of experiment is shown inFig.3.(a) and (b). 
As is shown in Fig.3, the utility and the efficiency both grows as the expiration TTL of packets 
increases. In Fig.3. (a), the pure push strategy outperforms the other two schemes when the TTL is small, 
whereas the weighted STPS scheme shows a clear superiority over the other schemes when TTL grows 
larger. The utility does not increase much for the pure push strategy because the nodes may buffer too 
many events and large amount of unnecessary propagations waste the bandwidth, while weighted STPS 
considers the event’s weight to select the most important events to exchange which results in that higher 
ratio of subscribers’ subscription interests are satisfied. In Fig.3. (b), the efficiency of the weighted STPS 
scheme is higher than that of the pure push strategy for the following two reasons. First, only brokers, 
including intra-grid nodes and intra-community nodes, would be infected among nodes which are not the 
subscriber. Moreover, the weight of interest which reflects the importance of events matched with it 
makes the brokers differentiate events, which further increases efficiency. 
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Fig.3. (a) Performance comparison on utility; (b) Performance comparison on efficiency 
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